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I	 Suminaa
NASA Lewis Research Center in conjunction with the Detroit Public
Schools Lind Wayne State University sponsored an Aerospace Educa-
tional Symposium for the City of Detroit on May 3 through 8, 1982.
The symposium included personal appearances by NASA astronauts,
NASA exhibits, aerospace science lecture demonstrations (Space-
mobile Lectures), and talks on job opportunities in aerospace
and on the benefits of the Space Program. Monday through Friday,
the program was directed mainly at (public, parochial and private)
student groups, each of which spent three hours at the symposium
site, W.iyne State University campus, to participate in the
symposium activities. On Saturday, the symposium was open to
the general public and consisted of the NASA exhibits, aerospace:
science lecture demonstrations, films, talks on the benefits of
the space program, Lind a special tasting demonstrL.tion of
"space food" meal systems.
In t ro,kic. t ion
"Detroit Space Odyssey" was a one-week aerospace educational
symposium sponsored Jointly b y
 the NASA Lewis Research Center,
the Detroit Pu,)lic Schools and Bayne State University. The
purpose of the Space Odyssey wrs to provide Detroit area students
and teachers an opportunity to learn more about aerospace
science and technology and its application for improving our way
of life.
"Detroit Space Odyssey" was an exhibition and discussion symposium
designed to:
e	
(1)	 explain the activities of NASA and to tell why continued
research in aeronautics and astronautics (space) is
important.
	
(2)	 explore academic and employment opportunities, and
(.i) demonstrate aerospace technology advances and potential
application to our everyday lives.
1
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The Symposium
VIP Briefing_Reception
As an introduction to the "Detroit Space Odyssey" a k' II I Briefing
Reception was conducted on May 2, 1982, in the Student Center
Building of Wayne State University.
The VIP program agenda was as follows:
3:00 p.m.
	 -
Welcome	 -
Remarks	 -
Remarks	 -
Overview of	 -
Detroit Space
Odyssey Program
Remarks	 -
Address	 -
Address	 -
4:00 p.m.
4:30
Call to Order - Mr. Arthur Johnson,
Vice President, Community Relations
Wayne State University
Dr. Corrine L. Gilb, Planning Director
City of Detroit (representing M,)yor
Coleman Young)
Dr. Arthur Jefferson, Superintendent
Detroit Public Schools
Dr. Thomas N. Bonner, President
Wayne State Univeristy
Mr. Harrison Allen, Jr.
NASA Lewis Research Center
Dr. John Klineberg, Deputy Director
NASA Lewis Research Center
Presentation of Landsat photographs
of the "Detroit Area" to City of
Detroit, Detroit Public Schools, and
Wayne State University
Astronaut Jack Lousma, Commander
Space Shuttle (STS-3)
Astronaut Charles G. Fullerton, Pilot
Space Shuttle (STS-3)
VIP Reception
Refreshments and tour u: NASA exhibits
Adjournment
Er
NOTE: VIP Brief^ n ^ Reception was attendedby approximately
ISO per-ons.
After the VIP Briefing Reception, the President of lia), ne State
University hosted a dinner in honor of NASA for selected 1.2rsons
at his residence.
2
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The Student Pror-ram
During the week of May 3-7, students from the Detroit area -schools
participated in a three hour program on the Wayne State University
campus consisting of the following activities:
	 (1) a one hour
spacemobile 10Ctl1]'C about NASA's space exploration program
including a discussion of the space shuttle by NASA. astronauts
on one of the days;	 (2) a second hour consisting of a tour of
about 25 NAS4 exhibits;	 (3) informal talks with NASA engineers,
scientists anal technicians who answered questions and seried as
role models;	 L4) participation in workshop discussions on (a)
"Job Opportunities in Aerospace" and (b) "Spinoff Benefit- from
the Space Program."
Two NASA astronauts participated in the Detroit Space Odyssey.
They were .lack Lousma and Charles G. Fullerton, commander and
pilot respectively, aboard the third mission of the Space Shuttle
(STS-3) .
NOTE: The two NASA astronauts were also guests of hoior and
speakers at the Economic Club of Detroit luncheon on
May 3 at Coho Hall, followed by a Astronaut Press Con-
ference.
M.
3
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11}e s)lnposi ► ml student program out 1 ine was as follows (see Appendix B for more detaiI):
Monday through Friday,May 3-7, 1152, Program for Detroit_Area School Students
Morning Program --- 3 groups
Group A
10:00 a.m.
11:00
11:30
12:00 p.m.
1:00
Greu) B
10:00 a.m.
11:00
12:00 p.m.
12:30
1:00
Spacemobile Lecture
.lob Opportunities in Aerospace
(1\ASA Astronauts)
Pcnefits from Space
R1SA Exhibits
Ad j of l i-n
t\ASA rAh ib i is(; V-6A A ' L ru»lao ts)
Spacemobile lecture
Benefits from Space
Job Opportunities in Aerospace
Adj ourn
Maxinun b of Students
400
200
200
400
M;L.x i mum # of Students
400
400
NO
200
Max i nulln 0 of Students
200
200
400
400
U
G roi i^C
10:00 a.m.
10:30
11:0
12:00 p.m.
1:00
Eenefits from Space
.lot) Opportunities in Aerospace
NASA Exhibits
Spacemobile Lecture
(NASA Ast ronaut.$)
Adjourn
4
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Afternoon Program --- 3 groups
Groin Nlaxinu.un H of Students
1:00 P.M. Spacemobile Lecture 400
2:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace 200
2:30 Benefits from Space 200
3:00 NAS' Exhibits 400
4:00 Adjourn
Group L Maximum # of Students
1:00 P.M. NASA Exhibits 400
2:00 Spacemobile Lecture 400
3:00 Benefits from Space 200
3:30 1101) (1pportunit ies in Aerospace 200
4:00 Adjourn
Group F Maxinnun h of Students
1:00 p.m. Benefits from Space 200
1:30 Job Opportunities in Aerospace 20C
2:00 NASA Exhibits 4C0
3:00 Spacemobile Lecture 400
4:00 Adjourn
(4.0
C)'
The symposium was open to the general public
on Saturday, May 8 and modified according
to the following agenda
Saturday, May 8, 1981
9:00 a.m.	 NASA Films
NASA hxhibits
Speakers for Exhibits: Vernon Mays
James Travis
10:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
11:00 Special Program
Meal Systems for the Elderly -- Film and Demonstration
Speaker:	 Harrison Allen, Jr.
12:00 p.m. Benefits from Space
Speaker:	 Marshall Dietrich
1:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 Ralph Winrich
1:00 Special Program
Meal Systems for the Elderly -- Film and Demonstration
Speaker:	 Harrison Allen, Jr.
3:00 benefits from Space
Speaker:	 Annic Easley
4:00 NASA Films
N.^SA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits:	 Vernon Mays
.James Travis
5:00	 Close
Eot
II
v
O
MOVIES,_ EXHIBITS AND H.-.4D-OUT LITERATURL
The movies shown during the Detroit Space Odyssey were as
follows:
"Universe"
"Jupiter Odyssey"
...Fhe House that NASA Built"
"First Flight Report"
(STS-1 Post Flight Conf)
To supplement the symposium the following exhibits were displayed
in the Student Center Building:
	 (See Appendix E)
1. 1/3 Scale Mercury
2. 1/3 Scale Gemini
3. 1/3 Scale Apollo
4. Space Tel, :,cope
5. Health F Medical
Benefits
6. Industrial Benefits
7. Ho;r.e	 F Personal
Benefits
8. Portable Food Display
9. Moon Geology Display
10. Solar Power Satellite
Display
11. Earth Resources Panel
Display
12. 1/50 Scale Rotating
Space Shuttle
13. Landsat Mosaic of U.S.
14. Equal Opportunity
Exhibit No. 5
15. Moon Rock
16. Space Shuttle (diorama)
17. Apollo Suit Mock-up
18. Skylab (diorama)
19. ;,unar Exploration
(diorama)
20. NASA Lewis Energy
21. NASA Lewis Goals
22. Spinoff for Sportsmen
23. Black History Month
February 1981
24. Comp lex Coordinator
25. Technology Transfer
NOTE*: After the Detroit Space Odyssey program at Wayne State
University, May 3-8, 1982, the majority of the NASA
exhibits were displayed at the Historic Fort Wayne Museum
from May 15 un,il June 27, 1982.
The 12,000 pieces of NASA literature that were h.inded out during
the symposium are listed in Appendix F.
7
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Concluding Remarks
The statistical results of the Detroit Space Odyssey were as follows
1. Approximately ISO persons attended the VII' Briefing; Reccpt ion
on May 2, 1982.
2. 5500 students attended the program from 80 schools (including;
elementary, junior and senior high students from public,
private and parochial sc))ools) on May 3-7, 1992, along with
teachers, principals and administrators.
3. The Saturday, May 8 program that was open to the general public
drew an attendance of about 500.
4. Articles about the program appeared in the Detroit News,
Detroit Free Press and Windsor Star as well as suburhan
(weekly) newspapers.
S. There was also radio and TV coverage of the program.
G. Astronauts Jack Lousma and Charles Fullerton participated
in the Detroit Space Odyssey on May 2-3, 1982.
In	 su--nary,	 the
	
symposium was
	
a great	 success	 in qualitatilr e	 and
r quantitative	 terms.	 The	 students responded with enthusiasm	 to
the NASA exhibits	 and excellent presentations	 of the	 'NASA
professional
	
staff.	 It	 is	 hoped that	 the	 high	 level of	 enthusiai,m
for	 this
	
special	 program i•,ill	 be evident	 in	 the students'	 future
classroom	 and educational	 activities.
8
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Appendix A
Detroit Spree Odyssey Literature
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Oir POOR QUALITY
Location
The Student Center Building, 5221 Guile, Mall,
is located one b i nr k east of Third Avenue
(Anthony Wayne Dr:2) between Warren and
Kirby.
Parking Information
Buses: Specific d i rections will be mailed as
reservations are received.
Cars: Convenient parking is located in Lot 3 in
front of the parking Structure located west of
Third Avenue (Anthony Wayne Drive) between
Warren and Kirby. All-day fee Is 75c.
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DETROIT SPACE ODYSSEY is a one-weak
aerospace education project sponsored jointly
by Wayne State University, the Lewis Research
Center of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the Detroit Public
Schools, and tl!e City of Detroit. The purpose of
the DETROIT SPACE ODYSSEY is to provide
Detroit area students, their teachers, and the
general public an opportunity to learn more
about scientific and aerospace technology and
its. application for improving our way of life.
DETROIT SPACE ODYSSEY is an exhibition and
discussion series designee
*To explain the activities of NASA and to tell
why continued research in aeronautics and
astronautics (space) is intpertant
*To explore academic and emoloy.ri,ent
opportunities
• To de^.or,strate aerospace technology
advances and potential appiwations to our
everyday lives
School & Group Reservations
Admission is free; however, space is limited.
Reservations for groups of 10 or more ,ius r be
inadE according to the following schedule:
Monday, May 3. through Friday, May 7, 1982
10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m
Detroit Middle Schools—Reservations must be
made through Region Curriculum A ninistra-
tors. (Free b l is service is available.)
All other schools and grade levels (public,
p r ivate, and parochial)—Cali Karen Salome at
577-2416 or577-2400.
1:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
All schools, all grade levels ;public, private, and
parochial)—Call Karen Salome at 577 -2416 or
577-2400.
General Public
The general pu!,Iic and school groups of less
I han 10 are invited to attend the ''Odyssey,"
Monday through Friday during the afternoon
hours and on Saturday. May 8, from 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. Admission is free.
Program
Groups of students from Det r oit area schools
wid spend a half day on the Wayne State Univer-
sity campus. The students will be free to
participate in a host of activities including
• A voyage through a variety of special
exhibits designed by NASA specialists:
Moon Rock
Space Telescope
Astronaut Food Display
Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo Capsules
Skylab
Apollo Suit Mockup
Lunar Exp ation
Space Shuttle
Astronaut Training Apparatus
Equal Opportunity Display
Health and Medical Benetits
NASA Lewis Research Center Goals Display
and many, many others
*Talking with astrorauts. engineers, and
scientists
• Talks on iob opportunities and the benefits
of space
• Introdiction to potential role models and
talks with university student members of the
American Institute of Aeronautics and AsJonau-
tics vvhc have chosen academic studies in aero-
nautics
12 0
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The Economic Guh of Detroit
Ir.0 Frec Press Building. Detroit. MikNg.m JK_'h
SPACE SH L'rn,E PILOTS
TO BE SPECLAL GUESTS ON MAY 3
As you have read in your Heekly Economic 1- lub notice, Patricia T. Carbine,
head of The Advertising Council, will be our speaker on Monday. May 3, at
Coho Hall.
An added feature of that meeting, just arranged by Wayne State University,
Hill he the appearance of two very special guests. the astronauts mho piloted the
space shuttle Columbia on its most recent voyage in outer space —
JACK LOUSMA and GORDON FULLERTON
MEET' 7' HENI BOTH AT NOON' MONDAY, MAl' 3, AT LOBO HAIL.
15
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Appendix B
Schedule of Events for Detroit Space Odyssey
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Agenda for Students Pr^i
Monday May 3, 1982
Morning ProgrwTi for students -- 3 groups
Group A
10:00 AM Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer: John Ilartsfield
	
11:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
t,	 Speaker: .John Charleston
'	 11:30
	
Astronauts: Jack LoUSma
Charles Fullerton
N of Students
400
200
200
400
11:00	 Benefits from Space
a	 Speaker: jVm is Easley
11:30
12:00 PM NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Lxhibits 1. Vernon [days
2. Junes Travis
1:00	 Adjourn
Troup B	 # of Students
10:00 AM NASA Exhibits	 400
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon Mays
2. James 'Travis
Astromnits: Jack Lousma
Charles Fullerton
11:00 Spacemobile lecture	 400
F Lecturer:	 R ilph Winrich
s	
12:00 I'M Benefits from Space	 200
t, Speaker:	 Marshall Dietrich
=	 12:30
Y
12:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace 	 200
£, Speaker:	 Al .Johns
12:30
1:00 Ad journ
1(	
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"londay lN orning (cont'd)
GrOLIP C
	 9 of Students
	10:00 AN
	 Benefits from Space 	 200
l;	 Speaker: Marshall Dietrich
10:30
	
10:00	 .Job OpportLUlities in Aerospace 	 200
t;	 Speaker: Al Johns
10:30
	
11:00	 NASA Dchibit.
	 100
Speakers i-or Lxhibits 1. Vernon Mays
2. James Travis
12:00 I'M	 Spacemobile Lecture
	 400
Lecturer: Ransom Ritter
Ast ronaut S : Jack Lousiria
Clarles Fullerton
	1:00	 Adjourn
1IondaV May 3, 1082
V—ternoon Program For students anal general public -- 3 groups
Group I)	 a of Students
1:00 IN Spacemobile Lecture	 400
Lecturer: Ralph Winrich
	
2:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace	 200
t;	 Speaker: :1 ,Johns
2:30
F
	
2:00	 Benefits from Space 	 200
1	 £,	 Speaker: Marslull Dietrich
.30
	
3:00	 !NASA Exhibits	 400	 i
Speakers for Exhibits: 1. Vernon Flays
2. James Travis
1:00	 Adjourn
1	
20	
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Monday Afternoon (cont'd)
Group E
1:00 PNI	 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon nays
2. James Travis
2:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
3:00 Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
3:30
3:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
F Speaker:	 Jo.'lnn Charleston
3:30
4:00 Adjourn
Group F
1:00 P;d Benefits from Space
F, Speaker:	 Annie Easley
1:30
1:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
y Speaker:	 JOAnn Charleston
1: 30
	
2:00	 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon Mays
2. James Travis
	
3:00
	
Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer: Ransom Ritter
	
4:00	 Adjourn
of Students
400
400
200
200
b of Students
200
200
400
400
21
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Tucsdav Mav 4. 1982
fforning rogram ior students -- 3 groups
Group A
10:00 MI Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
11:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 Jo.knn Charleston
11:30
11:00 Benefits from Space
Speaker:	 Annie Easley
11:30
12: 00 PM T .^SA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
	
1:00	 Adjourn
Group B
	
10:00 AM	 NIASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon Mays
2. .James Travis
f of Students
400
200
200
400
0 of Students
400
40011:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer: Ralph Winrich
12:00	 t'h1 Benefits from Space
14 Speaker: Ntirshall Dietrich
12:3u
12:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker: Al Johns
12:30
1:00 Adjourn
200
200
M
22
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Tuesday Morning,(cont'd)
Group G of Students
^i
'I 6
C+J1
L1
10:00 AM
	
Benefits from Space
	
200
&	 Speaker: Marshall Dietrich
10:30
10:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
	
200
&	 Speaker: Al JO)Ln5
10:30
11:00	 h1SA Exhibits
	
400
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon Mays
2. James Travis
12:00 PM
	
Spacemobile Lecture	 400
Lecturer:	 Ransom Ritter
1:00	 Adjourn
'fuesdav
	
4, 1982
Afternoon Prugram for students and general public -- 3 groups
Group D	 of Students
1:00 PM
	
Spacemobile Lecutre 	 400
Lecturer: Ralph Winrich
2:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace	 200
& Speaker:	 Al Johns
2:30
2:00 Benefits from Space 	 200
& Speaker:	 Marshall Dietrich
2:30
3:00 NASA Exhibits	 400
Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
4:00
	
Adjourn
2.3
LE o.l
T>>esd;iv Af t ernoon cont '.:] )
Group E
1:00 PM
	
NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon Mays
2. James Travis
2:00	 Space;nubile Lecture
Lecturer: Joan Hartsfield
3:00	 Benefits from Space
F	 Speaker: Annie Easley
3:30
3:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
&	 Speaker: JoAnn Charleston
3: 30
4:00	 Adjourn
Group F
1:00 P"I
	
Benefits from Space
£,	 Speaker: Annie Easley
1:30
1:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
&	 Speaker: Jo..Vm Charleston
1:30
2:00
	
XkSA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon Mays
2. James Travis
3:00	 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 hansom Ritter
4:00	 Adjourn
24
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I of Students
400
400
200
200
N of S tu dents
200
200
400
400
IE,	 ^^ y
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^'^cclncsd,iv	 Pk ► v S,	 1982
Morning ProLram Tor students -- 3 groups
Crotm A
10:00 AAf Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
11:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
f Speaker:	 JoAnn Charleston
11:30
11:00 Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
11:30
12:00 PM RASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. 	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
1:00 Adjourn
Groin B
10:00 AM NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. 	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
11:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 Ralph Winrich
12:00 PM Benefits from Space
6 Spea}:er:	 Marshall Dietrich
12:30
12:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
S Speaker:	 Al .Johns
,., 12:30
1:00 Adjourn
# of Students
400
200
200
400
0 of Students
400
400
200
200
25
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Group C	 A of Students
10:00 AM
	
Benefits from Space	 200
&	 Speaker: Marshall Dietrich
10:30
10:00
	
Job Opportunities in Aerospace	 200
&	 Speaker: Al Johns
10:30
.11:00	 R4SA Exhibits	 400
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon 1•:nys
2. J uncs Travis
12:00 PM
	
Spacemobile Lect ure 	 41,0
Lecturer:	 Ran,-.um Ritter
1:00	 Adjourn
Wttcrnoor. -I	 ram for stuLlent, and general public -- 3 groups
Group D	 R of St udents
1:00 PA	 Spacemobile Lecutre	 400
Lecturer: Ralph Winrich
2:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace 	 200
& Speaker:	 Al Johns
2:7,0 
K	 2:00 Benefits from Space 	 200
1 Spea}:er:	 MAirshall Dietrich
2:30
a
3:00 NASA Exhibits	 400
Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Vernon 1,.iys
2.	 James Travis
4:00 Adjourn
O.
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Speakers for Exhibits 1, 	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
2:00 Space,mbile Lecture
Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
3:00 Benefits from Space
f Speaker:	 Annie Easley
3:30
3:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
f Speaker:	 JoAnn Charleston
3:30
4:00 Adjourn
Group F
1:00 PM Benefits from Space
f Speaker:	 Annie Easley,
1:30
1:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 JoAnn Charleston
1:30
2:00 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
3:00 .pacemobile Lecture
Ler',urer:	 Ransom Ritter
4:00 Adjourn
400
200
200
A of StudenLs
200
200
400
400
n )
9ednesday .^,fternoon (cont 'd)
Group E
	
of Students
1:00 PM
	
NASA Exhibits
	
d00
27
L'I
k*
cis
i htirsda , May 6.	 1982
rr,1	 rogiam . or students -- 3 groups
Group A
10:00 AM Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
11:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 JOAnn Charleston
11:30
11:00 Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
11:30
12:00 PM 11ASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. 	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
	
1:00	 Adjourn
Group B
	
10:00 AM
	
WSA Exhibit.
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon Mays
Z. James Travis
of Students
400
200
200
400
a of Students
400
400
200
200
11:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 Ralph hinrich
12:00 PM Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Marshall Dietrich
12:30
12:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 Al Johns
12:30
1:00 Adjourn
28	 Q
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Group C
10:00 Atli	 Benefits from Space
6	 Speaker: Marshall Dietrich
10:30
10:00	 Job Op} ►ortunities in Aerospace
&
	
Speaker: Al Joh^s
10:30
A of Students
200
200
11 :00
	 X. SA Exhibits	 40;.,
Speakers fur Exhibits 1. Vernon Mays
2. James Travis
12:00 IN
	 Space^obile Lecture 	 400
Lecturer: Ransom Rittcr
1:00	 Adjourn
Afternoon Prograr or students and general public -- 3 groups
Group D	 of Students
1 : 00 Phi
	
Space,yjbile Lecttre	 400
Lecturer: Ralph Hinrich
2:00 Job Opportunities in ^.^rospace 200
u Speaker:	 Al Johns
2:30
2:00 Benefits from Space 200
3a Speaker:	 hdrshall Dietrich
2:30
3:00 NASA Exhibits 40
Sp-akers for Exhibits 1.
	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
4:00	 Adjourn
29
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Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Vernon boys
%..	 James Travis
2:00 Spacemobile Lecture
lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
3:00 Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
3:30
3:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 JOAnn Charleston
3:30
4:00 Adjourn
Group F
1:00	 F;-! Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
1:30
1 . 00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 Jo:AiL. Cha-lestcn
1:30
2:00 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Vernon brays
2.	 James Travis
3:00 Space;T►obile Lecture
Lecturer:	 Ransom Ritter
4:00 Adjourn
400
200
200
# of Students
200
200
4G0
^M
400
'11 , tirsday Afternoon
Groin E
	
of Students
1:00 PM
	
NASA Exhibits
	
400
30
- w
	 L() 1
U'O
Friday Ma , 7	 1982
rn,ng Program for students -- 3 groups
Group A
10:00 A ,1 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:
	
John Har*_^,fic-ld
11:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 JoAnn Charleston
11:30
11. Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
11:30
' 12:00 PM K SA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. 	 Vernon !Says
2.	 James Travis
1:00 Adjourn
Group B
_ 10:00 M MSA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
11:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 Ralph Winrich
12:00 AIM Benefits from Space
S Speaker:	 Marshall Dietrich
12:30
3
K
J
12:00 Job Opportunities ir. Aerospace
& Speaker:	 A.] Johns
12:30
1:00 Adjourn.
# of Students
400
"200
200
-100
N of Students
400
400
200
200
if
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Friday Morning (cont'd)
Group C # of Students
10:00 AM Benefits from Space 200
$ Speaker:	 Marshall Dietrich
10:30
10:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace 200
& Speaker:	 Al Johns
10:30
11:00 WI	 A Exhibits 400
Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
12:00 PM Spacemobile Lecture 400
Lecturer:
	
Ransom Ritter
1:00
r
Adjourn
Friday May 7,	 1982
Af,crnoonL. Program for _,tudents and general public -- 3 groups
Group D # of Students
1:00 PM Spacemobile Lecutre 400
r Lecturer:	 Ralph Winrich
2:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace	 200
& Speaker:	 Al Johns
2:30
2:00 Benefits from Space 	 200
& Speaker:	 Marshall Dietrich
i`	 2:30
3:00 NASA Exhibits	 400
Speakers for Exhibits 1. 	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
4:00 Adjourn
32	
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Fridav Afternoon (cont 'cI
G-coup E
1:00 PM
	
NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Vernon Mays
2. James Travis
2:00
	 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer: John Hartsfield
3:00 Benefits from Space
Speaker:	 Annie Easley
3:30
3:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
Speaker:	 JoAnn Charleston
3:30
4:00 Adjourn
Group F
1:00 PM Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
1:30
1:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 JoAnn Charleston
1:30
2:00 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Vernon Mays
2.	 James Travis
'i	 3:00	 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 Ransom Ritter
	
4:00 
	
Ad j ourn
of Students
400
400
200
200
# of Students
200
200
400
400
it
n i_
C+)41
Agenda for General I'ubl is Progriun
Saturday, May 8, 1982
9:00 M1
	
NASA Films
NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits: Vernon Mays
James Travis
10:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
11:00 Special Program
Meal Systems for the Elderly -- Film and Demonstration
Speaker:	 Harrison Allen, Jr.
12:00 PM Benefits from Space
Speaker:	 [Marshall Dietrich
1:00 Spacemobile !.ecture
Lecturer:
	
Ralph hinrich
'_:00 Special Program
Meal Systems for the Elderly -- Film and Demonstration
Speaker:	 Harrison Allen, Jr.
3:00 Benefits from Space
Speaker:	 Annie Easley
4:00 NASA Films
NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits:	 Vernon Mays
James Travis
S:00	 Close
34
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Photos imphs of I'll' brief illv, "Recept iun" .mil
"1linW hosted by President of Dyne State University
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JACK R. LOUSMA	 CHARLES G. FULLERTON
ASTRONAUT,	 ASTRONAUT,
SHUTTLE COMMANDER 	 SHUTTLE PILOT
PJ 1ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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o	
-	 AdmmistrataB. Jolmna S
	 Center
n.	 770"
NAMEa 74ack Robert Lousims-001suel, USMC) STS-8 ComsaanderAMA
AM DOZ.- Boas ftWaar B9, 1936 9 in Otrand Vii, Mme. HS_ ftU -
—Q- A- Jacob Louvsmia,- resides in Jackson, Michigan.
A _
	
Uif:
	 irnad he^1	 ue ages t beightt e _
	
; Weight s __ •.
EDUCATIOhJ-a Attended Tappan Junior High School-md Ann ￿Arbo^ Nigh Schools Aran Arbor,
Atiehigan; received a bachelor of science degree in Aeronautical Engineering
￿fyrcn the University of Michigan in 1959 =-and the degree of Aeronautical Engineer
-dam the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School In 1965; presented an honorary
--	 oct to of Astronautical Science from the University of Michigan In-AX3 9
MARITAL STATUS: Married to the former Gratis Kay Ssteltzer of Ann Arbors 	 =_: -
HaT moths . Steven =Bolls -- A sides 	 L	 i^an
CHILDRExv- Timoth,/ 	December 23, 1963; Matthew 0*9 July 14s-1966; Mary- --_
_-September 22, 1968 1
 ,Joseph T.., September 1471980.
RECREKrIONAL INTERESTS: tie is a olfing Oath uslactmend wjoys-bunting=_and fishing.
ORGAMIZATion: !chow of the =Awican AstsomA)tisal Soci ; Umber of at Meeiety-of
he Si Ltm&116 the University-vtWehigar, ' 1" Club	 be Officefag Christian
SPECIAL HONURSt—GUarded Vw Johnson Space Cente! Certificate Of Cot^endation (19T0Y
and the NASA Distinguished Service Medal (1973 )4 presented the navy -
Distinguished Service Medal sand the Navy Astronaut Wings (1974), the City of
-
	
	 _Chicago Cold Mcial (1974), the Robert J. Collier Trophy for 1973 (1974) the
Marine Corps Aviation Association ' s Exceptional Achievement Award (197b^,
—￿ the Federation AeronautiVw LiteraatIonalt ts V. M. Komarow Diploma for 1K3 =
-(1974), the Dr.7ftbert N. Goddard Mesorial Trophy for 1975 (1975), the AIAA
- Octave Chanute Award for 1975 ( 1975 ) , the AAS Fli ^,ht Achievement Award for3
1974-(1975). —_
a EXPO: Lousma was aftlgnod as a reconnaissance pilot with VMCJ-2, lad
Air Wing, at Cherry Point, North Carolina, before coming to Houston and the
Lyndon B. Johnson Space￿ Center_^-s_
He has been a Marine Corps officer since 1959 and received his wings in 1960
=after completing training at the U. S. Naval Air Training Command. He was
-fibre-
ORKiOM PAN
=	 Of _ POOR QUALM TY
1
i
0
then assigned to W1A-224, 2nd Marine Air Wing, as an attack pilot and later
scry-'? with VMA-224, 1st Marine Air Wing, at Iwakuni, Japan.
He has logged 5,400 hours of flight time--3,600 hours in jet aircraft and 240
hours in helicopters.
1
Ni'LA EXPERIENCE:
	 Colonel Lousma is one of the 19 astronauts selected by NASA in
	
t	 April 1966. He served as a member of the astronaut support crews for the
Apollo 9, 10, and 13 missions.
Lousma was pilot for Skylab 3 (SL-3), July 28 to September 25, 1973• With him
on this 59-1/2-day flight were Alan L. Bean (spacecraft commander) and Owen
K. Garriott (science-pilot). SL -3
 accomplished 150% of many mission goals
while completing 858 revolutions of the earth and traveling some 24,400,000
m.ilcs in F_arth orbit. The crew installed six replacement rate g; • ros uf-ed for
attitude control of the spacecraft and a twin-p-)le sunshade used for thermal
ccmarcl, and repaired nine major experiment or operational eq,-;ipment items.
They devoted 305 manhours to extensive solar observations from above the
earth':; atmes- here, which included viewing two major solar flares and numerous
smaller flares and coronal transients. Also acquired and returned to earth
were.,
 16,000 photograplis and ld miles of magnetic tape documenting earth
resources observations. The crew completed 333 medical experiment performances
and obtained valuable data on the effects of extended weightlessness on man.
Skylab ? ended with a. Facific splashdown and recovery by the USS NEW ORLEANS.
The crew of Skylab 3 lugged 1,427 hours and 9 minutes each, setting a new
world recc:rd for a single mission, and Lousma also logged 11 hours and 2
minute-1 in two separate extravehicular activities outside the orbital workshop,
Lousma served as backup d e cking module pilot of the United States flight crew
f r Lhe Apollo-Soyus Test Project (ASTP) mission which was completed
successfully in July 1975.
	_ I	
CURRENT ASSIGNMENT:
	 Lousma is commander for the third orbital flight of Columbia
ORIGINAL PAGE N
OF POOR QUALM. -
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r^ Biographical Data = nontd;,hunU A. -runji	 , an
Space Admmistrrbon
W
Lyndon S. Johnson Space enter
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NAME: Charles G. Fullerton (Colonel, USAF) STS-3 Pilot
NASA Astronaut
BIRTiiP'_u?CE Aiii) DATE: Born October 11, 1936, in Rochester, New York. His parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Fullerton, are residents of Salem, Oregon.
FHYSICAI, 1)ZjCh1Vr101 : Blond hair; blue eyes; height: 6 feet; weight: 165 pounds.
EDUCATIOP:: Graduated from U. S. Grant High School in Portland, Oregon; received frc
the California Institute of Technolo" bachelor of science and master of scie
dvj;rk•ej in Mechanical Engineering in 1.957 and 1958, respectively.
MPiRITAL :;1'A'1'U:,: Married to the former Marie J. Buettner of Delphos, Ohio. Her pare
Mr. and Mrs. Everett G. Buettner, reside in Delphos, Ohio.
CHILDRi-A: Molly Marie, June 29, 1973; Andrew Alexander, October 24, 1975.
RECRuvrlONAI. INTERL•'STS: llis hobbies include woodworking and photography, and he ale
enjoys tennis and racquetball.
OI%GfJ11'LATI011S: Member of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots (SETP) and the Tat
Bcta Pi; honorary member, National WWII Glider Pilots Association.
SIZCIAL HONORS: Presented the Air Force Distinguished Flying CroE:s, the Air Force
i;onunendation Medal, and the Air Force Meritorious Service Medal; the JSC
Group Achievement Award (1971, 1974, 1977); the Soaring Society of America's
Certificate of Achievement Award (1978); the JSC Special Achievement Award ar
NASA's Exceptional Service Medal (1978); the General Thomas D. White Space
Trol.hy for 1977 (1978); the SETP's Iven C. Kincheloe Award (1978); the Air Fc
As-.)ciation's David C. Schilling Award (1978); the American Astronautical
Society's Flight Achievement Award for 1977 (1978); the American Institute o
Aeronautics and Astronautics Haley Flight Award for 1980.
:Y.l'E:i•.!	 :-ullerton entered on active duty with the Air Force in July 1958 after
: , LV;! w•,rkcd an a mechanical design engineer for the Hughes Aircraft Company
ill (',, t 4^ r City, California.
i10 rt i v :d primary and basic fli ;hL training in Bainbridge Air Base, GeorgiE
::ol i.N-I.ij Air Force Base, Texas. In September 1959, he went to Perrin Air Fox
iaq: —, 'Feasts, for F-86 fighter interceptor training and was then assigned fron
U) December 1960 at McConnell Air Force Base, Kansas, for B-47 combat crE
t.ruinlij, , . Following completion of this training, he served as a B-47 ,jet bon
1-i hit. wi Lh strategic Air Command's 303d Bomb Wing at Davis Monthan Air Force
Ar i Iona .
At'ter graduation in May 1965 from the USAF Aerospace Research Pilot School at
L;iwards /fir Force Base, California, lie reported to the Aeronautical Systems
Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Ile was a test pilot for t
bomber operations division at Wright-Patterson when notified of his selectior
Lo thc•ir`'AF Manned Orbiting Laboratory Program as a flight crew member.
-more-
eq
46
O
With over 9,000 hours jet flying time, lie has gained proficiency in the
following aircraft: `1'-33, T-3 11, T-37, T-38, T-39, F-86, T'-104, F-106,
B- ) 17, Lnd KC-135.
NASA EXPERI1?NCE.	 Colonel Fullerton beew;ie a NASA astronaut in September 1969. He
served as a member of the astronaut support crews for the Apollo 14 and 17
missions.
Fullerton wrt:; a member of one of tha two 2-man crews who piloted space shuttle
al-,-roach and landing teat (ALP) flights during the period June through October
1977. This series of critical orbiter flight tests involved initially
Boeing 747/(arbiter captive-active flights, followed by air-launched, unpowered
glide, approach, and landing tests (free flights). There were 3 captive mated
tests with the orbiter "Enterprise" carried atop the Poeing 747 carrier
aircr^:t'i, allowing inflight teat and checkout of flight controls and orbiter
subry^t.ems, and 5 free flight_ which permitted extensive evaluations of the
f	 orbik:r's subsonic flying que.l.ities and performance chars.;;teristics during
separat.ivn, up and away flight, flare, larding, and rollout--^roviding
valur.-ble real-time data duplicating the l ast fuw minutes of an operational
shuttle mission.
CURRENT A;y :IG;41!.I3T:	 Colonel Fullerton is pilot for the third orbital flight of
F	
Columbia.
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JACK R. LOUSMA
	 CHARLES G. FULLERT7
ASTRONAUT,
	 ASTRONAUT.
SHUTTLE COMMANDER
	 SHUTTLE PILOT
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The Shuttle Era
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The Space Shuttle launch vehicle, with the Orbiter attached to the
external tank and a pair of sold rocket boosters, climbs upward
to begin i ts route to Earth orbit (artist s concept) This i s a low-
angle view indicating that the sold rocket boosters will soon be
lelt , soned The external tank will also be leltisoned before the
Orbiter enters an Earth-orbital configuration
I.
Cover
A unique high-angle view of the Space Shuttle (artist s concept)
The Orbiter, sun attached to the external tank as the solid rocket
hoosters are jettisoned, climbs u p wa rd to begin its Earth orbital
mission
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CAREERS
Detroit
MICHIGAN
and NASA
NASA IS THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
MANY COMPANIES AND INSTITUTIONS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY ARE
INVOLVED IN PROVIDING NASA WITH THE EQUIPMFNT, MACHINERY,
AND RESEARCH THAT NASA NEEDS, IN DETROIT AND MICHIGAN THERE
ARE OVER 5O COMPANIES ANU INSTITUTIONS WHO HAVE DONE WORK
FOR NASA, THL:L INCLUDE CAR ";NUFACTURERS, RESEARCH LABORA-
TORIES, U%IVERSITIES, FURNITURE MAKERS, EQUIPMENT MANUFACTUREF'
COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC COMPANIES, WEAPONS AND COMMUNICATIONS
OEVF.,O"ERS AND MANUFACTURERS,
THE WORK THAT HAS BEEN DONE F OR NASA THROUGH THESE COMPANIES
INVOLVES BUILDING COMPUTERS FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE, WRITING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MANUFACTURING (EARS AND OTHER PARTS FOR
THE SPACE SHUTTLE, BUILDING AND SUPPLYING LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
AND FURNITURE. SOME OF THESE GROUPS ALSO UNDERTAKE MANY TYPES
OF RESEARCH INCLUDING ENERGY, MEDICINE AND LASERS. OTHERS
DEIGN ROCKETS, MISSILES, AND ENGINES. SOME GROUPS PROVIDE
TESTING- SERVICES FCR NASA TO DETERMINE THE STRENGTH OF MATERIAi
RELIABILITY OF ENGINES, AND ENDIIP ANCF nF SPACF SHUTTLE PARTS.
m	 {O
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CITY OF DETROIT	
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RESEARCHERS
COST ESTIMATORS
AIRCRAFT ENGINE TESTERS
MATERIAL TESTERS
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THE PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THIS WORK HAVE JOBS AS:
i	 sn s' ( "
COOL MAKERS
ELECTRICIANS
:i
^	 ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS
MACHINE OPERATORS
LATHE OPERATORS
ASSEMBLERS
IT	 ^^	 SALESPERSONS
LASER OPERATORS
LASER RESEARCHERS
N 
	 ff^^	 1
^.. rj, r
DESIGNERS	 ^-
ARCHITECTS 3T.,^,
DRAFTSPERSONS
PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALISTS
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS
COMPUTER PROGRAtg1EkS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS \1
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
INDUSIRIAL ENGINEERS
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS —
CHEMICAL	 ENGINEERS
CHEMISTS
PHYSICISTS
GEOLOGISTS
0
PLAN FOk "BUR FUTURE NOW, ALL OF THESE JOBS REQUIRE COMPLETION
HIGH SCHOOL, AND MANY REQUIRE COLLEGE EDUCATION. YOU CAN GET
TRAINING FOR SOME OF THESE JOBS IN VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL HIGH
SCHOOLS SUCH AS GOLIGHTLY AND DAVIS. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
THESE CAREERS CONTACT:
YOUR SCHOOL CAREER GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
YOUR LOCAL COMMUNITY C.OLLE,E
NASA: MR. HARRISON ALLEN, JR.
TECHNICAL UTILIZATION OFFICE
MAIL STOP 7-3
21000 6ROOKPARK ROAD
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135
CITY OF DETROIT
CoWnen A Y oung, w.a
cr" councn
ura. c....,.^n
stet. Roe. cao^.
u.we [ errN,,,
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
M., F--
DEPARTMENT  OF PUBLIC INFORMATION, 1067
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Detroit Space Odyssey
? AGEpRIG1Np`t Q^p^(T`i Ta ble IOOOF PR
Elementary, Middle and High Schools Participation
by Day of the Week
N of Elementary N of Middle #	 of	 Iligh Total
Schools Schools Schools Schools
Monday V 2 12 2 16
PM - - - _
Tuesday AM 3 12 15
PM 1 1
- 2
Wednesday AM 1 13 1 15
PM 2 1 1 4
Thursday A1%11 3 13 - 16
PM 2 - 2
Friday A%1 4 15 - 19
PM - 1 1 2
18 68 5 91
Table 1I
Elementary, Middle and High School Students
Partici pation by clay of the Week
of Elementary of Middle of Ili gh Total
School Students School Students School Students Students
Monday AM 111 696 96 903
PM - - - -
Tuesday AM 251 720 - 971
P!^I 65 57 - 122
WedneF lay AM 48 782 45 875
PAI 73 53 20 146
Tlhursday M1 172 729 - 892
I'M 55 - - 55
Friday AM 119 796 - 915
PM
- 37 31 68
894 3861 192 494"
33 o 1i
t--^ • 1f
C+) 4rI
A total of •1947 students participated in the program. Of this nivI)er,
180 were elementary school students. 78Q were middle school students,
and 4% were high school Students.
Parochial Re p resentation: TWo parochial schools participated in the
program with students represen ti ng ?o of the total.
NOTE: A complete listing of the schools that participated in the
progrwil follows on the next pages.
39
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MONDAY, MAY 3 , 198 2
Name of School f, ,Address 	 Number of Students
s
Cadillac Middle School 49
15125 Schoolcraft
Detroit, Nil
	
48227
Cerveny Middle School 96
158 50 St rat hmoor
Detroit, MI	 48227
Fmerson Middle School 48
18240 Huntington
Detroit, tiff	 48219
Guest Middle School 96
10875 Fenkell
Detroit, NB	 48238
Harding Middle School 48
144SO Burt Road
Detroit, MI	 48223
Luddington Middle School 48
19355 Cdinborough
Detroit, MI	 48219
Murphy Middle School 48
23901
	
Fen i:el l
Detroit,	 ;III	 48223
Region 4 Open Middle School .18
19176 :Northrop
Detroit, MI	 48219
Taft Middle School 48
19SO1 Berg Road
Detroit , M1	 48219
1lemn, Ford High School 48
2000b Evergreen
Detroit, Nil	 48219
!Winship Iilem -Middle School 78
14717 Curtis
Detroit, ml	 48235
90
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48
S(1
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48
(I.-)
•18
96
96
18
1S
48
`•lond.iy, kta\ • 3, 1982 (Cont inued)
lame of .'Miool 6 Address
	
'umber of Students
flow World of Work
1' ► `.I ( ► ( ►
 N1c 1 nt y rc
Detroit, V1 48219
Burton Tntcrnat iui -r1
342( ►
 Cass
Detroit, Ml 48201
Jefferson Middle school
'11 02 N. Stoncvcrcek
Monroe, tit[ 48161
11011\ 1,00c1
1135 Riverview
'lnnrne, MI	 48101
Hardin0 Flementary
_'_'_'3() Teter;
W;rrren, N1I	 -18(1511
hie,, lav, May .1, 1982
Am Arhor Trail Middle School
03S Chatham
Detroit, Nil	 18239
Brooks Middle `;Cllool
101((1 W. Chicago
Detroit, N11	 48228
I^rcr, 1idd1c School
_)r,;l( ► 1 voml l nv,
Dct rn it, N11	 •1820.1
Lessc • nt,er diddle tichnol
8401 Trinity
DOroit, 1 11 48228
\oh 1 c`-1 i old l e 'chno l
8040 Fullerton
Iet roit , MI	 48.:38
Rnddimin % liddle School
'7)(' tinnthf ield
I lot roit, N11	 18228
Tappan 1']cm-Middle ' chcn]
11"'" Iserii;in
Ik-t remit , X11
	
18201
► nterhaltcr `.fiddle
' I 'I Imric kt reel
I'ctrnit, VI	 !!3'iil
91
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Tuesday, May 4, 1982 (Continued)
Name of School & Address 	 Nmher of Students
fake Elementary School 176
16400 Carter Rd.
Woodhaven, MI	 48183
Immanuel Lutheran 27
47120 Ro,aeo Plk. Rd.
NIt. Clemens, MI	 48044
Hollywood 48
1135 Riverview
Monroe, MI	 48161
West Junior High 57
500 Old Perch
Rochester, MI	 48063
Kanter School 65
1 71363 Toepfcr
E.	 Detroit, MI	 48021
Cone — Middle School 48
1 -	'	 . Grand Blvd.
!. !Lroit, MI	 48208
Bovnton Middle School 48
12800 Visger Rd.
Detroit, MI	 48217
Earhart Middle School 48
1000 Scotten
Detroit, MI	 48209
Clippert Middle School 48
4725 Martin
Detroit, MI	 48210
'tj
3
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Wednesday, May 5, 1982
Name of School t Address Number of Students
Burroughs Middle School 98
8950 St. Cyril
Detroit, All
	 48213
Cleveland Middle School 96
13322 Conant
Detroit, A11	 48212
Farwell Middle School 48
19955 Fenelon
Detroit, NlI	 48234
Grant Elementary-Middle School 48
7479 Stockton
Detroit, III
	 48234
Law Middle school 48
19490 Carrie
Detroit, NI
	 48234
Nolan Middle School 96
1150 F..	 Lantz
Detroit, Nil	 48203
Richard Middle School 48
13840 Lappin
Detroit, MI	 4820S
Von Steuban Middle School 48
12300 Linnhurst
hetroit, NiI	 48.205
Webber Middle School 48
4700 Tireman
Detroit, Ni?	 48204
ltiilsen Middle School 18
.73S	 i.:ine
Detroit, M:	 48209
McMichael Middle School 48
6230 Grand River
I>etroit, MI	 48208
Ainger Middle School 48
5525 Mart ^n
Detroit, Nil	 48210
93
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Wednesday, May 5, 1982 (Continued)
Number of
48
Name of School $ Address
11011 ywood
1135 Riverview
Monroe, A:I 48021
Wylie Middle School
3060 Kensington Drive
Dexter, MI 48130
Redford High
21431 Grand River
Detroit, MI 48219
Golightly Educational
5536 St. Antoine
Detroit, M1 48202
Seminde Junior High
1500 Mulburry
Nit. Clemens, MI 48013
Gordon Elementary
22400 Gordon
St. Clair Shores, T1I 48081
Cass High Schocl
2421 Second
Detroit, MI 48201
62
45
62
53
11
20
Thursday, May 6, 1982
Barbour Middle School
	
48
4209 Seneca
Detroit, MI 48214
Butzel Middle School
	
48
2301 Van Dyke
Detroit, MI 48214
Foch Middle School
	
96
2962 Fairview
Detroit, All 48214
Miller Middle School
	
48
2322 Dubois
Detroit, MI 48207
94
LC+-
48
82
42
32
23
96
48
48
48
48
48
48
	 I,
Ol
Thursday, May 6, 1982 (Continued)
Nwne of School 6 Address	 Number of Students
Doruthy L. Fisher	 48
1015 King Richard
Detroit, Nil 48224
11011 -v-wood
1135 Riverview
Monroe, Nil 48161
Holv Name
630 Hannon
Birmingham, Nil 48009
Bedford Public School
8486 Douglas Road
Temperance, MI 48182
Keith Elementary
10800 E. Canl io l d
Detroit, Nil 48215
Couzens Elenentaty
3550 Juan C. Lodge
Detroit, Nil 48202
Remus Robinson Middle School
13000 Essex
Detroit, Nil 48215
Whitney Young Middle School
2'S7 Macomb
Detroit, NII 4°207
COILUIIbus diddle School
18025 Brock
Detroit, MI 48205
Hamilton Middle School
14-1 23 South,impton
Detroit, Nil 48213
Rosa Parks Middle School
8030 L. Outer Drive
Detroit, MI 48213
Jackson Middle School
4180 Marlborough
Detroit, \1I 48215
Joy Middle School
4611 Fairvciw
Detroit, Nil 48214
95j C+	 O
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Thursday, Nay 6, 1982 (Continued
Name of School 1, Address
Burbank Middle School
15600 h. State Fair
Detroit, N1I 48205
Friday , Mav 7. 1982
Beaubien Middle School
19701 Wyoming
Detroit, N1I 48221
Coffey Middle School
1 7 210 Cambridge
Detroit, NMI 48235
Durfee Middle School
24 70 Col l ingt ood
Detroit, MI 48206
Hampton Middle School
3900 Pickford
Detroit, MI 48221
Hutchinson Middle School
8820 l'oodrow Wilson
Detroit., Ntl 48206
Jefferson ;diddle School
950 SC1dCTI
Detroit, Ml 48201
Spain Elementary-Middle School
3700 Beaubien
Detroit, N11 48201
Knudsen Middle School
2600 Leland
Detroit, N1I 48207
Longfellow Noddle School
13141 Rosa Parks Blvd.
Detroit, M1 48238
Pelham Middle School
2001 Nh"rtic Street
De'Lroit, MI 48208
Post Middle School
8200 Midland
Detroit, N1I
	
18238
Number of Students
48
96
48
48
48
48
24
24
48
96
48
96
le
	 96
Friday, May 7, 1982 (Continued
Name of School F, Address Number of Students
Re
'
ion 5 Open Middle School 48
2S85 Grove
Detroit, MI	 48221
Sherrard Middle School 48
8300 Cameron
Detroit, All	 48211
I fo I 1 ywood 48
1135 Riverview
;Monroe, Ail
	 48161
1
Adventure School 18
' 1775 Melton
Biimingh.un, Ml	 48005t
Wylie Middle School 62
3060 Kensington Drive
Dexter, MI	 48130
:1luriur i 43
29726 John J.
Roseville, MI	 48000
Power Middle School 14
34740 Rhonswood
Farmington, All
	 48024
Couzens Elementary School i0
i 3550 John C. Lodge
Detroit, MI
	
48202
Chatterton Middle School 10
23200 Ryan Road
Warren, All
	
48091
' Cooley High School ;1
15055 Hubbell
fi Detroit, MI
	
48227
97
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Appendix H
Newspaper Articles
1. April 29, 1982, Detroit Monitor
2. April 29, 1982, Inside {Wayne State
3. May 4, 1982, Detroit Free Press
4. May 4, 1982, Detroit News
S. May 4, 1982, Windsor Star
6. May 6, 1982, Inside Rayne State
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`Space Odyssey' At Wayne
Astrooaut_s Jack R. Lousma and
Charles G. Fullerton, who recently
completed the United States' third
space shuttle (light, will visit the
I)etroit Space Odyssey opening
Monday, May 3, at Wayne State
University.
Lousma and Fullerton will be
guests of honor Monday at the
space program in the Student
Center Bwlding which will feature
a variet y of special exhibits
designed by the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration, including
Mercury, Gemini and Apoll„
capsules, Skylab, space shuttle art.l
astronaut training apparatus, and a
moon rock.
Scheduled to run through
Saturday. May 8, the prognrm,
designed e ,-pecially for Detroit area
students, teachers, and the ^ener:+I
public, is being sponsored by the
Lewis Research Center of NASA,
Wayne State, the Detroit Public
Schools, and the City of Detroit.
In addition to viewing space
displays, visitors will have the
opportunity to talk *o NASA
engineers and scientists about
space exploration and job
opportunities in aerospace
Admission will be limited to
reserved groups of students Isom
Detroit and area schools during the
weekday morning hours, but the
general public is invited to
participate in the afternoons and
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. c,n SatunL y
There is no charge for
admission. Further infornwoon
may be obis ; ned by calling
577-2416.
Piik cEr ; j 4 PAG E BANK NOT MM i•.TS
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Astronauts Lousma and Fullerton
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Inside Wayne State
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Pop TArou
Detroit Space odyssey
Scheduled for
May 3-8
at University
Astronauts Jack R. Lousma
and Gordon Fullerton who recer !ly
completed the United States' thiro
space shuttle flight, will visit the
Detroit Space Od yssey opening
Monday, May 3, at the university.
Lousma and Fullerton will be
guests of honor at the Space
Odyssey Program in the Student
Center Building, and spend the
day touring the university, meeting
writh students and city officials.
The Space Odyssey program
will feature a variety of special
exhibits designed by the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration, including Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo capsules,
Skylab, Space shuttle and
astronaut training apparatus, and
a moon rock.
Scheduled to run from Monday,
May 3 through Saturday, May 8, the
program, designed especially for
Detroit area students, teachers,
and the general public, is bung
sponsored by the Lewis Research
Center of NASA, bJayne State, the
Detroit Public Schools, and the
City of Detroit.
In addition to viewing space
displays, visitors will have the
opportunity to talk with the
astronauts and NASA engineers
and scientists about space
exploration and job opportunities
in aerospace.
Admission will be limited to
reserved groups of students from
Detroit and area high schools
during the weekday roorning
hours, but the general public is
invited to participate in the
afternoons and from 9 a.m. to 5
p m on Saturday. There is no
charge for admission. Further
information may be obtained by
calling 577-2416
102
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DETROIT FREE PRESS , TUESDAY, MAY 4. 1982
• ec F	 VLels Phok U. HU(,H R'.
1	
)	 Astronauts Charles G. Fullerton, left, and Jack R. Lousma discussed
their recent Space shuttle flight Monday with youngsters at the1	 Detroit Space Odyssey exiiibits in the Wayne State University
111 ()I'f 1(111
	
Student Center Building. The week-long event, which covers such
`	 topics as astronaut food, and space capsules, is free. It runs from noon
to 5 p.m. through Friday and from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday.
103tC+	6
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Tuesdev. May 4, 1982 —THP, DETROIT NEWS-
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Inside Wayne State— 	 MAY 6, 1982
CII+Z)•
I
Astronauts Welcomed to Campus
Weltomotig the Ast ronauts to WSU --left to right, Arthur Jefferson, superintendent of Detroit
Pub Ac Schools, Charles G. Fullerton, Co:ambia shuttle pilot: Co. -one G,lb, dnector of City
Flammng for Detroit, Jack R. Lousma ..,r: t.e commander, and Arthur Johnson, vice pres,derit
for Community Relations. Fullerton and Lousmm opened the Detroit Space Odj ssey featuring
i an extensive NASA space exhibit ..f -he Student Cen • er Building. The exhibit, which began
Monday will contu.ue through Srturdey. /t Is free and open to the general public weekday
afternoons and from 9a.m. t o 5 p.m, on Saturday. Fullerton and :.ousma recently completed
S	 the United States' Mird space shutG'•• `light.
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Apperdix I
Publicity about hetroit Space Odyssey Program
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I' it)l icity about Detroit Space Odyssey Progrmi
'11ie event was a success and was well represented in the media. 'Illis is
directly attributable to the cooper.-tion and hard work put forth by all
the people and organizations involved. Listed below is a brief rim-down
of the coverage which the Space Odyssey received:
Rad io Station Reporter/Interviewer Ai.r Date Air Time
M)ET Patti	 Rabh it Alay 3, 1982 afternoon-evening;
Ch LW C1lnt Nickerson May 3, 1982 afternoon-evening
Television Station Reporter/Interviewer .air Date Air	 llmc
Chara ►el. 4 Bob Vito Nkiy 3, 1982 Evening News
Channel 2 Doody Willis May 3, 1982 Evening News
Channel 7 Bordon Graham May 3, 1982 Evening News
s
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Appendix
Fhotographs of Detroit Space Odyssey Program
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I.ettLTS I• I'oi" Students and Teachers Expressing Their Rc,.actions
to the Detroit Odyssey prop raln
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MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION
5057 Woodward Avenue
932 Schools Center Building
Detroit, MI 48202
May 10, 1982
Dr. John McCarthy, Director
Lewis Research Center
NASA
21000 Brookpark Road
Clev2ll y d, Ohio 44135
Dear Dr. McCarthy:
want you to know what a great pleasuiP it was for us to work with
Harrison Allen in the planning and implementation of the Detroit Space
Odyssey, May 3-8, 1982. The cooperation of your hard wcrking staff as
well as the celebrated astronauts, Jack Lousma and Charles Fullerton,
was outstanding.
The impact of the program on students, teachers and the general
public was immeasurable. We considered the Detroit Space Odvssey the
major event in our school yea I hope that it will. be possible for
other cities to enefit from similar programs. In that event, I will
be more than pleased to share our experiences and advice with the school
personnel who may become involved.
Sincerel
2
Paul Hovsepian
Director,
Mdthematics and Science Education
MIS	 /tt
riu,cLLANG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Ruddiman Middle School
7350 Southfield Roaci
Detroit, Michigan 43228
May 13, 1982
Mr. Allen
NASA, Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Dear Mr. Allen,
Recently our students participate in the NASA
presentation at Wayne State University. We enjoyed the
opportunity to share in this program and appreciated the
efforts of your staff.
Sin rely,
E. Dawson,
Counselor
Arthur Jefferson,	
124	
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'DETROIT PUBLIC ESCHOOLS
REGION FOUR
IVAN LUDINGTON MIDDLE SCHC'OL.
19355 EDINBOROUGH	 DETROIT MICHIGAN 43219	 PHONE 533-8530
June 11, 1982
Mr. Allen Harrison
NASA, Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44 1 35
Dear Mr. Harrison,
We wovld just like to thank you for inviting us to
your Detroit Space Odyssey. We really enjoyed it.
We especially liked the part with the astronauts.
We also liken the demonstrations. Thank you again.
R	 ^ncere
pp	 Ludington Kidd ] * School
M	 Eighth (trade Students
sf
tDW A KID A WI. CAMS ►RINC IPA 
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MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION
;057 Woodwe:d Avenue
932 School, Center Building
Detroit, MI 48202
May 11, 1962
Mr. Harrison Allen, Jr.	 ORIGINAL PAGE 19
Chief, Technology Utilization Officer	 OF POOR QUALITY
Lewis Research Center
NASA
21000 Brookpark Read
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Dear Harrison-
The attached letter speaks for iteell.. I do, however, want to express
directly to you my personal appreciation for bringing the program to us and
for all vour efforts.
One of the "Spin-Offs" from the Detroit Space Odyssey is that I have
gained a new friend wtrom I shall always value.
Si cire y,
Pau' Hovsepian
Director,
Mathematics and Science Education
/tt
P.S. Thanks agsin for the momentos. I plan to have the autographed
picture 31 the astronauts and the skv view cap of Detroit
suitably framed for the office.
Arthur Jetterscn	 126
	 Norman V Fuqua
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Norman V, Fuqua,
Execu tive De puty Superi^terdent
Arthur Jefferso-
vRrcrrvAl
June 24, 1982	 OF	 PAGE 1$'
POOR QUALITY
Mr. Harrison Allen, Jr.
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Dear Harrison,
Participating in the Detroit Space Odyssey was a grea-i: experience for me.
The cooperation and great effort that was contributed by rep,resel;tatives
of the City of Detroit, Wayne State University, the Detroit Public _choels,
and NASD, certainly resulted in a wonderful educational experience for our
metropolitan Detroit area students. Meeting the astronauts was a speciai
thrill!
As you requested, I have prer-red a replication of Appendix G of the
Cleveland Space Odyssey Report using Detroit attendance data. Karen Salome
supplied input from the reservations that she received at Wayne State and
I folded it into the Detroit Public Schools information. John Zukowski
obtained the letters from staff and students. Unfortunately, I am not able
to give you many photos, but have included the ones that I was able to take
between transportation duties. Please let me '.now if I can be of more
assistance. I look forward to the complete report.
As you stated in your cordial letter of June 11, th3 Detroit Space Odyssey
was an overwhelming success, and I am proud to have been part of the
planning and implementation team. Best wishes for continued success!
uirecuor
Audiovisual Education Department
cc: Lewis E. Ellis
Paul Hovsepian
Dorothy Moore
Karen Salome
G)'
Vice President for
Community Relations 10& Wayne State UniversityDetroit, Mieh!gon 48202
May 20. 1982
Dr. John Zukowski
Detorit Public Schools
5057 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48202
Dear Dr. Zukowski:
The Detroit Space Odyssey Program held _n t'ie Student Center Building
on the Wayne State University campus, May 3-8, 1982, was an outstanding
success. The success of this important program, however, was due not
only to `ie cooperative work of Detroit Public Schools, the City and
Wayne State University, but also to the time, personal commitment and
energy that were contributed by yns and others of our colleagues on the
planning committee.
On behalf of the planning committee for Detroit Space Odyssey and for
myself personally, I want to express to you our heartfelt appreciation.
Sincerely,
('1Ll,U/^-
Arthur L. Johnson
r:L
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